T Crawford (1917) . Since that time several critical surveys of these theories (see General Bibliography) have been made, but it is felt that none of them have reached definite conclusions. The purpose of this paper is to correlate the previous work mentioned above and then put forward a theory of the diffusion pump which will satisfactorily explain the known phenomena of the pumps. In this paper considerations are limited to cases where the working pressure of the pump is less than mm. of mercury.
$ 2 O R I G I N A L T H E O R I E S (a) Gaede's theory of the darusion pump
The original work which led to the development of the Gaede air-diffusion pump (Gaede, 1915) was concerned with diffusion processes due to gas and vapour counter-flowing through a tube under the conditions shown in figure where w1 and vi are the coefficients of external friction of gas and vapour respectively, and D is the coefficient of diffusion for the gas and vapour concerned.
It should be noted that V is greatest when rPl is least and L is small. Thus if the vapour pressure PI is high, the radius r must be very small, and the volume V may be increased by using a number of similar tubes in parallel ; alternatively, if the vapour pressure PI is very low, then Y may be large. Since at low gas pressures for gas and vapour counter-flowing in a tube, the vapour pressure Pl completely determines the value of the mean free path, A, of the gas molecules in the vapour, it follows that the volume V depends on A. Gaede (1915 Gaede ( ,1923 used these ideas as a basis for the construction of the pumps of the type shown in figure 2. In these pumps the diffusion processes take place through the gap e. A stream of gas-free vapour passes in the direction shown from A to D past this gap and is condensed at D in a space already evacuated by a backing pump. Some of this vapour passes.out through e into the space B, emerging in a brush-like formation to be condensed at the cooled walls C . Air from the vessel to be exhausted enters the system at F and, after diffusing through PROc. PHPS. SOC. LIX. 6 this cloud of vapour, enters the stream at e. Thus the conditions prescribed in the previous paragraph are satisfied.
It has been shown that the rate of diffusion depends on the product rp,, where in this case r is the gap-width. Therefore, since in the region G the mean free path A of the gas molecules in the vapour issuing from the gap is inversely proportional to Pl, the value of the factor r/h controls the rate at which gas passes through the pump. If h is small, then the probability that a gas molecule will penetrate through the vapour from G and enter the stream at e is small, and, in the limiting case, the issuing vapour sweeps the gas back from the region of the gap, On the other hand, if h is large and rlh small, then the gas easily enters the stream, suffering very few adverse collisions with vapour molecules before reaching e. If
Pl is made smaller, and A in consequence larger, then it follows that the gap may be made larger and an increase in speed obtained. An upper limit is placed on the free path length since, if this is very great, and the vapour pressure correspondinglv very low, the gas that has passed through the gap is no longer carried to the fore: vacuum at D. Gaede stated as a condition for optimum working that the mean free path h should be of the same order of magnitude as the gap-width 7 .
The pressure exerted by the vapour at G on the air in the vessel B, termed the da#usion back pressure, is given by
The exponr,ntial term in this equation must be large, i.e. rPl must be small, as If rP, is large, then Ap is large and no gas Gaede calculated, on the basis of the kinetic theory, that, for this form of shown above, for Ap to be small. diffuses into the vapour stream.
pump, the volume of gas passing per second from F to D is given by
. (3)
I n this equation q is the area of the gap, p1 the density of the gas at the working temperature under unit pressure, and U a function of rjh which decreases as r/h increases, or ash decreases. Vis independent ofp,, the pressure at F, so that there is no theoretical limit to the vacuum which may be obtained.
Gaede further showed (1923) that equation (3) should be modified to where k is a constant taking into account the fact that the vapour stream may not be able to remove all the gas arriving at e. He considered that the layers of vapour nearest the gap e become saturated with gas and can no longer entrain all the gas arriving. He claimed that the amount of gas which any stream can '' absorb " is greatest when the individual points of the vapour stream remain exposed to the gas for the shortest possible time, so that, for a given vapour stream, K is large when r is small, or, for a given r, k can be increased by increas'ing th'e velocity of the stream, e.g. by using driving nozzles. I n the case of pumps of the type shown in figure 3 , with the diffusion gap at e, wherethe density of the stream increases rapidly with the depth of penetration along a line such as XY, Gaede suggested that the surface layers may become more easily saturated and the value of k correspondingly less. where p , is the pressure existing in D, the second term accounting for gas backdiffusing from D to F. T h e quantity , @ decreases rapidly with increasing vapour pressure and stream speed, and so, for any particular value of p,, the speed is independent of this value once P, has exceeded a value such that , L3 = 0. On the Other hand, if P , is equal to or less thanp,, then the stream can no longer hold back the pressure in D and the pump ceases to function.
If the speed is plotted aainst the vapour pressure, the curve shown in figure 4 is obtained. The pump has zero, or negative, speed so long as P,<p,, and immediately rises to a maximum as soon as PI equals p,, Thereafter the speed slowly declines with increasing PI, since A and U both decrease. Gaede concluded the theoretical discussion by pointing out that if the speed of the stream is increased, the speed of pumping is increased, not only due to the increase in Fz, already mentioned, but also, especially in the type of pump shown in figure 3, due to the increase in U as a result of the reduction of the chances of a vapour molecule " back-streaming " through the gap e into the space B.
Several interesting experimental confirmations of Gaede's theory have been made by Molthan (1925 Molthan ( , 1926 .
(b) Langmuir's theory of the condensation pump Mercury vapour passes down the tube A into the larger tube D, the walls of which are cooled by the condenser C. The vapour, on leaving the tube A, spreads out and is condensed on the walls, whence it returns to the boiler by way of the tube P. The high-vacuum side of the pump is at F, the backing pump being connected at R.
A typical Langmuir pump (Langmuir, 1916 ) is shown in figure 5 .
65-2
Langmuir considered the action of all high-vacuum vapour pumps to be
(1) the process by which the gas enters the blast of vapour; and (2) the process by which the blast carries the gas along into a condensing
The second of these processes is practically the same for Gaede's diffusion pumps, steam-ejector pumps, and the pump under qonsideration. Langmuir considered that the effectiveness of the Gaede pump lay in the success of the second process, and that the limitations were those imposed by the first, that is by the restrictions on the size of the diffusion orifice.
Langmuir proceeded to consider ejector pumps ; in such pumps the gas is drawn into the vapour because the pressure in the jet at the point where the gas enters it is lower than the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere, that is, these pumps utilize the Bernouilli effect. This effect cannot be directly utilized in the production of high vacua, since the pressure in the jet must always be considerable and the jet will expand laterally, as predicted by the kinetic theory.
If an ejector pump such as that shown in figure 6 is assumed to be working with a high vacuum on the intake side, then the vapour blast from A will expand laterally to strike the walls at K. The wall will rapidly assume the temperature of the vapour and vapour molecules will leave the walls at K with high velocities in 211 directions and thus completely destroy the pumping effect. This Langmuir confirmed by experiment.
Langmuir then went on to consider that if these molecules could be prevented from leaving K after first hitting the walls, then their downward-velocity component could be utilized to transfer gas from the high-vacuum side to the backing pump. If the process by which the vapour molecules passed from K into the high-vacuum side was one of reflection, then there was no way out of the difficulty, but Langmuir's previous work had shown that the effect was almost entirely one of condensation followed by random re-emission. Accordingly, he concluded that if the walls of the pump were kept cool, as in figure 5 , by the cooler C, then a pumping action could be obtained.
This was borne out by experiment, and Langmuir (1916)summarizedtheaction of his pump as follows :-'' In these pumps a blast of mercury vapour carries the gas into a condenser. This action is similar to that in a steam ejector and in a. Gaede diffusion pump. The method by which the gas is brought into the mercuryvapour blast in the condensation pump is based on a new principle which is essentially different from that employed in the steam ejector or Gaede diffusion pump. In the new pumps the gas to be exhausted is caught by the blast of vapour and is forced by gas friction to travel along a cooled surface. By maintaining this surface at such a low temperature that the condensed mercury does not re-evaporate at an appreciable rate, it is possible to keep the mercury vapour from escaping int@ the vessel being exhausted, The action of this pump therefore depends primarily upon the fact that all the atoms of mercury striking a mercury-covered surface are condensed (no matter what the temperature), instead of even a fraction of them being reflected from the surface. It is for this reason that the term ' condensation pump ' is proposed.'' divided into two separate processes, viz., chamber from which it cannot return to the vessel being exhausted.
From these considerations it can be seen that such a pump should have no limiting vacuum, since a limit could only be imposed by the back-diffusion of gas through the stream, and calculations show that the chance of a gas molecule finding its way back through the stream in a typical pump is only 1 in 1020.
(c) Crawford's theory of the parallel jet pun? Crawford (1917) considered that the primary obstacle to the successful operation of vapour pumps was the fact that the vapour stream dispersed when surrounded by a high vacuum, and did not satisfactorily entrain the gas from the vessel to be exhausted.
He considered that if ajet could be produced, the molecules of which had equal and parallel velocities, one with another, then such a jet of vapour should be collision-free and should not materially disperse in a high vacuum. Also it would be a very efficient pumping agent since gas could readily enter the stream in a direction perpendicular to its axis, but gas molecules once in the stream would be carried along with it in the direction of its motion. He further considered that, even if collisions did occur in such a jet, the stream would not necessarily be dispersed since only the direction of relative velocities, and not the velocity of the centre of gravity of the whole mass, would be altered by such collisions.
These considerations led Crawford to design pumps of the type shown in figure 7 . The form of nozzle N was settled by the considerations of steamengineering practice, the point of minimum pressure and maximum velocity existing in the diverging portion of the nozzle. With such a pump, Crawford stated that no diffusion slit or condensing surface was necessary. The tube E could be artificially heated without seriously affecting the performance, this suggesting that the jet itself re-entrained and expelled vapour molecules diffusely emitted from the walls. He calculated that in a typical jet a vapour molecule would suffer, on an average, six collisions between leaving the nozzle and being condensed in D.
If the jet-density exceeded a well-defined limit, he found that the pump ceased to work, and he explained this by saying that "this limit is established by the density of the dispersing fringe, which is probably proportional to the density of the jet and occurs at the point where the mean free path of the gas molecules entering the fringe becomes less than the total depth of the fringe ".
3 D E S I G N D E T A I L S ,(a) Gaede
Gaede's first designs of pumps (1915) were all based directly on the fundamental arrangement shown in figure 2. A thermometer was usually inserted to measure the temperature of the vapour, and hence the vapour pressure, at some point near the gap, since the heating adjustment, for the correct value of P, was very critical (cf. figure 4). With these pumps he obtained an optimum speed of 80cc./sec. with air.
Following on from the theoretical considerations discussed, he added a driving nozzle to increase the velocity of the vapour stream (1923) , giving the arrangement shown in figure 8. With this pum'p he obtained a speed of 0.25 litres/sec., using the same gap-width as in the first pump mentioned above. Since the effective mean free path of the vapour molecules in the stream had been increased bytheuse of the nozzle, it was possible to increase the gap-width and, using an annular nozzle ring shaped in section, to give a high-velocity stream, he obtained a speed of 1.5 litres/sec. using the Same tube diameters as those in figure 8 . A larger pump, in which the tube B had an internal diameter of 5 cm., gave speeds of UP to, 6 litres/sec. He found that when a nozzle was inserted, the adjustment of vapour temperature had no longer such a critical effect on the speed.
Gaede's latest type (1923) was a multi-stage pump developed from pumps ofthe type shown in figure 3, again utilizing a driving nozzle. The first stage of the pump had a nozzle form as shown in figure 9 ( U ) , the diffusion orifice again being at e, This stage was backed by two or more stages of the general type shown in figure  9 (b) . With such a pump Gaede obtained speeds of 60 litres/sec., with a'value of In all cases, when working with air, he found that the speed and ultimate pressure were independent of the backing pressure below a certain critical value of t h a t pressure.
(5) Langnzuir
The first design of condensation pump has already been shown in figure 5 ; it should be noted that this system is identical with the system shown in figure 3. I n these pumps, as in the later Gaede pumps, the adjustment of temperature was by no means critical. Langmuir observed critical-backing pressure effects, and further found that the value of the critical-backing pressure increased rapidly with increasing heat input.
Langmuir's major contribution from the design point of view was the construction of all-metal vertical pumps of the type shown in figure 10, Using one of these pumps, with a casing internal diameter of 7 cm., he obtained a speed of 3 litres/sec.
(c) Crawford
The design of Crawford's pump (1917) was discussed in §2(c), the nozzle being designed from steam-engineering principles. A dimensional drawing of one of his pumps is shown in figure 7 . The curves of speed against boiler pressure show a definite, though not critical, optimum boiler pressure, giving, for a typical pump, a speed of 640 cc./sec. Other pumps had speeds as high as 1.2 litres/sec.*
C R I T I C A L D I S C U S S I O N
From the theories developed in the preceding two sections it appears possible to give a fairly complete description of the action of these types of high-vacuum vapour pumps. It can be seen that asuccessful pump must be constructed so as to fulfil satisfactorily two prime conditions ; first, the gas on the fine side must have easy access to the pumping stream, so that it may be removed quickly to the backing side; secondly, the pump must act as an efficient pressure seal so as to give as low a pressure as possible on the fine side whilst operating against as high a backing pressure as possible. Following Langmuir, then, the action of avapour pump may be divided into two parts :
(1) the entry of the gas into the stream; (2) the removal of the gas to the backing side.
Back dzflusion, critical backing pressure
Once the incoming gas has been entrained in the stream, it is forced to move in the direction of the stream towards the backing side by large numbers of collisions with the comparatively dense, fast-moving, heavy vapour-molecules. These same collision processes prevent almost all the gas in the backing side from forcing its way back into regions of lower pressure. I n all pumps the operating characteristics show that for heavy gases, and at all values of the backing pressure below a certain critical value, only a very small proportion of the gas on the backing side "backdiffuses " into the fine side space. Above this critical backing pressure the gas pressure on the backing side is greater than the pressure exerted by the stream, and the stream is forced back, with a consequent destruction of the pressure-sealing effect.
In the case of light gases greater amounts of gas back-diffuse at backing pressures below the critical, and since for any gas the amount back-diffusing (at pressures below the critical) is clearly dependent on that pressure, for light gases the critical effect is less marked.
Fundaniental condztioii j o y eficient punlping
Process (1) is concerned with the entry of the gas into the pumping stream, that is with the passage of the gas from a point such as P, figure 3, into the pumping stream through the gap .e. Now in any pump a certain number of vapour molecules will escape from the stream and proceed in the direction from e to P, and any gas molecule entering the stream has to pass through a '' cloud " of these " backstreaming " vapour molecules, which are moving in straight-line paths from points in the pumping stream. Obviously the gas will enter the stream most readily when the mean free path of the gas ntolecules in the cloud of backstreanzing vapour is as large a s
The second of these processes is practically the same in all pumps.
* In comparing the performances of these various types of pump It would be more instructive Unfortunately,
to give the values of ku, since the areas g of the several pumps are not the same however, there are not sufficient published data to enable thts to be done possible. Under these conditions, the number of collisions suffered by a gas molecule with the vapour is a minimum, which is desirable since each collision will result in the gas molecule largely assuming the direction of the velocity of the backstreaming molecule. Therefore, forprocess (1) to be carried out eflciently in any punip, the backstreanzing nzust be reduced to a nzzninzuni.
Causes and eliniination of backstreanzing
Backstreaming is caused by collisions between the vapour molecules in the pumping stream occurring whilst the stream is exposed to the fine-side space, resulting in vapour molecules leaving the stream in directions contrary to the pumping direction. The density of the backstreaming molecules is proportional to the number of collisions so occurring, and, therefore, for a given speed of stream and size of diffusion orifice, it is proportional to the pressure and, therefore, the .temperature of the molecules in the stream. The only inzportant dzfferences between the various types of punap considered are those between the methods eniployed to reduce the backstreanzing of the vapour nzolecules to a mininiunz.
In Gaede's pump, figure 2, backstreaming was reduced by adjusting the temperature (and thus the density) of the stream and the width of the slit, sothat the number of collisions occurring between the molecules of the stream whilst it was exposed to the fine side was a minimum. A lower limit was placed on the stream density by the considerations of process (2). When the speed of the vapour stream was artificially increased, the time during which any portion of the stream was exposed was reduced, and hence it was possible to increase the slit-width without fear of increased backstreaming.
In Langmuir's pump of the type shown in figure 5 , backstreaming was reduced by constructing the system so that a vapour molecule had to turn through 180" to the direction of motion of the stream before it was proceeding directly contrary to the pumping direction, as opposed to 90" in the Gaede pump, and, since the walls of these pumps were vigorously cooled, there was very little random re-emission of vapour molecules from the walls after they had once passed across the gap. Some control on the number of collisions occurring in the stream whilst it was exposed to the fine side, had, of course, still to be maintained by the correct adjustment of the vapour temperature, but since any collision was less likely to have a serious effect on the action of the pump, this adjustment was not nearly so critical as in the Gaede Pump.
Crawford constructed his pump so that the stream was directed in the pumping direction and so that the vapour molecules should have high velocities with near parallel directions. That the use of a high-velocity stream reduces the chance of a molecule backstreaming follows from the fact that for a molecule to stream back it must have a thermal velocity greater than the streaming velocity. Thus, if the streaming velocity is greater, fewer molecules will have thermal velocities greater than the streaming velocity. Gaede realized this, and, when he increased the speed of the stream by the use of driving nozzles, he was able to use a wider slit and obtain greater speeds, since the vapour molecules streamed back less readily.
Drift V S condensation
Gaede stated that all vapour pumps depended for their successful action on the fact that the gas enters the system through a diffusion diaphragm, defining the latter as an orifice through which gas and vapour were flowing in opposite senses and in which the mean free path of the gas molecules in the vapour was of the same order as the linear dimensions of the orifice. We have seen that this is true in a sense, since in all pumps the gas must enter the stream through a cloud of backstreaming vapour, and the mean free path of the gas molecules in this vapour must be large, In this way all vapour pumps may be said to operate on the Gaede principle since they will only operate satisfactorily when backstreaming has been reduced until the mean free path of the incoming gas molecules in it is large. I n the Gaede pump, backstreaming is reduced by adjusting condkions to give the correct stream .density-slit-width relation, and in the Langmuir by directing the stream.
The eflect of excessive heating
The critical effect of backstreaming on the entry of gas into the stream is confirmed by observations on the effect of increasing the temperature of the vapour stream without increasing its speed. I n all pumps, as the vapour molecules get hotter and collisions more frequent, the amount of backstreaming increases and the speed of the pump falls off. Gaede has accounted for this in his formula for the speed of the pump, the coefficient c( decreasing with increasing vapour pressure and temperature. I n the Langmuir pump the speed falls off with increasing heat input (after a maximum has been passed), and if the walls are not sufficiently cooled to prevent emission from them, this will also cause a fall in the speed of pumping. $Crawford finds that the speed of his pump falls off sharply with increasing heat input after a maximum value, but says that this is due to the density of the dispersing fringe exceeding a ceitain value. As Gaede points out, however, it is more likely that the fall in speed is due to an increzsed number of collisions in the stream resulting in increased backstreaming.
A bsorp tiaity
In addition to the effect of backstreaming on the entry of gas into the stream, there is the secondary factor which Gaede calls " absorptivity ". This factor takes into account the fact that the vapour stream is not capable of entraining and removing all the gas molecules which reach it. Gaede suggests that this is due to the saturating of the surface layers of the stream with gas, and he gives experimental evidence in confirmation of this, and suggests that in pumps of the Langmuir type, where the stream density increases rapidly with depth of penetration, saturation may occur more readily than in his own pumps, which utilize a stream of uniform ,density. Beyond this little is known of the effect, and none of the other authors quoted refer to it, though it seems highly probable that some such effect exists.
The theoretical conclusions given above were developed from work done by Gaede, Langmuir and Crawford between 1915 and 1923 (Zoc. cit.), and there has been no further p,ublished work of a sufficiently fundamental nature since that date to affect the conclusions. Most of the more recent developments in the field have been in design, with the object of reducing the quantity of backstreaming vapour to a minimum. Of the papers published between 1923 and 1939, those of HO (1932 a and b) require special mention in that he introduced the " Ho coefficient " for the efficiency of a vacuum pump. This coefficient is defined as the ratio of Pump speed to the theoretical (Knudsen) admittance of the annular gap round the nozzle of a pump. Nearly all the pumps developed used the directed stream ofthe Langmuir pump and utilized nozzle forms to obtain high-velocity pumping streams as Crawford did. The first of these was that designed byGaede (1923) , already referred to ( figure 9(a) and ( b ) ) , and which was subsequently improved (Gaede and Keesom, 1929) .
The most recent developments are due to workers in America and are well summarized by Hickman in a recent paper (1940) . The high-speed jets of Embree (U. s. Pat. 2, 150, 676) and Stallman (Brit. Pat. 565,455) are both designed to give a high-velocity downward-directed stream to reduce backstreaming and increase absorptivity, resulting in higher speeds for the reasons given above.
In a recent paper, Alexander (1946) described a successful high-vacuum pump, the design of which was based on the desirability of reducing the backstreaming to a minimum. In the discussion of the theory of the pump, however, several misconceptions arise which are commonly met with in such discussions, Alexander stated Gaede's condition for the operation of a diffusion pump as being that the mean free path of the vapour molecules in the stream shall be of the order ofthe width of the orifice. This statement, which is to be found in other books and papers on the subject, is incorrect.* The correct statement is that the nzeanj;m path of the gas niolecules in the backstreanzing vapour shall not be less than the dimensions of the orifice. In a Gaede type of diffusion pump (figure 2), for the fundamental Gaede condition to hold, that quoted by Alexander must hold as well, but, as has been shown, in diffusion pumps of the Langmuir or Crawford types, whilst in these pumps, too, the mean free path of the incoming gas in the backstreaming vapour must be of the order of the dimensions of the orifice, the pressure of the vapour in the stream can be considerably greater than that which would be satisfactory in a Gaede pump. From this it can be seen that the correct inference to be drawn from Alexander's calculations of the amount of backstreaming, which show that the density of the backstreaming vapour is very low, is that his pump does satisfy Gaede's principle, and is a " diffusion " pump. The fact that the ratio of the speed of the pump to the area of the orifice is not dependent on the throat width, as might be expected from a firsc consideration of Gaede's theory, is easily explained by saying that the jet of his pump reduces backstreaming so effectively that even at the largest throat-widths met with it is still insufficient materially to affect the speed of the pump.
A paper shortly to be published by Blears and Hill t deals with the performance of the ddfusion pump with light gases.
6 S U M M A R Y
For any diffusion pump to be successful it must satisfy two conditions :-(1) The incoming gas must be able to enter the pumping stream easily.
(2) The pumping stream must effectively prevent the gas in the backing side from passing into the high vacuum side.
* This misconception probably arose because in Gaede's first paper (1915) he himself did not make it clear that the important factor was the mean free path of the gas molecules in the backstreaming vapour molecules This was clarified in his 1923 paper. but for some reason the sWlficance of this paper has been largely overlooked In fact, the present authors were not famlllar with it until recently and are very grateful to M r H. Griffiths of London for drawing their attention to the importance of Gaede's 1923 paper. DifSusion pumps : a critical discussion of existing theories 1027
The first condition was stated by Gaede as : "the mean free path of the gas molecules entering the pump in the vapour molecules backstreaming from the pumping stream must not be less than the dimensions of the orifice". This condition may be simply stated as "backstreaming must be reduced to a minimum".
In the three major types of pump this is done in three different ways :
(i) I n the Gaede-type pump (figure 2) backstreaming is reduced by increasing the mean free path of the vapour molecules in the stream. If this mean free path is increased until its value is greater than the linear dimensions of the orifice, then condition (2) breaks down. The pump operates most satisfactorily when the mean free path of the vapour molecules in the stream is of the order of the linear dimensions of the orifice.
(ii) I n the Langmuir-type pump (figure S), backstreaming is reduced by directing the stream in the pumping direction and condensing it on impact with the walls. It must be remembered, as a second-order effect, that the mean free path of the vapour molecules in the stream must not be too small a fraction of the dimension of the orifice.
(iii) 13-1 the Crawford-type pump (figure 7), backstreaming is reduced by directing the stream and giving the vapour moleculesa very high velocity in the pumping direction.
In any pump, increasing the velocity of the vapour stream tends to increase the effective mean free path of the vapour molecules in the stream, and so further reduce backstreaming.
Most modern diffusion pumps are a combination of the Langmuir and Crawford types.
E X P E R I M E N T A L CHARACTERISTICS
It can now be shown how the working characteristics of a simple formof modern diffusion pump may be explained qualitatively by means of the theory developed above. The characteristics considered are those of a small diffusion pump, a " Metrovac " type 03 (figure 11) having a single umbrella-type jet and operating with This form of jet is typical of those in common use today.
It must be remembered that, whilst the general form of the characteristics given is the same for all pumps and may be correlated with the theory, any quantitative values quoted are critically dependent on the particular size of pump and type:of working fluid, and cannot be used as checks for the theory without a more precise knowledge of these factors.
Apiezon B '' oil. 
The relation between speed and heater wattage
The curve obtained by plotting values of the speed, at a very low backing pressure ((1 p), against the heater wattage is shown in figure 12 . The general form of this characteristic shows an optimum value of heater wattage, the maximum in the speed values not being sharply defined. T h e explanation follows directly from the theory. At low heater wattages, where the vapour pressure is just less than or equal to the backing pressure employed, the stream is insufficient to seal the pump, and thus it has zero speed. As the heater wattage is increased the sealing becomes more efficient. This improvement is offset by an increase in backstreaming ; this follows since the increased temperature of the stream causes an increased number of collisions between the vapour molecules of the stream, For a given backing pressure, once the pump acts as an efficient seal, an increasein the heater wattage merely serves to increase the backstreaming and hence decrease the speed, the curve thus passing through a maximum. Obviously, for a greater backing pressure (dotted curve in figure 12 ), more heater watts are required to seal the pump. Consequently the optimum value of the speed is less than with the lower backing pressure, since it occurs at a higher vapour temperature.
Critical backing pressure -heater-watts relation
The relation between critical backing pressure and heater watts is shown in figure 13 . At low-heater wattages, where the vapour pressure is very small, the critical backing pressure is practically zero. As the heater watts are increased, SO the critical backing pressure increases, the.relation becoming nearly linear at higher wattages. As the wattage increases, the temperature of the stream increases, and hence, also, its potential energy. Again, for a given throat-width in the pump nozzle, the velocity of the stream increases, due to a greater pressure difference across the nozzle, and hence the kinetic energy of the stream also increases. The stream, with total energy increased, is thus able to seal off a larger pressure on the backing side. in figure 14 .
Since the speed of the pump may be regarded as the net rate of transfer of gas in amount passed in the pumping direction minus that diffusing back-the shape of the curve of speed against backing pressure may the pumping direction-that is, the total 2 easily be derived from the curve above. . $ the speed remaining independent of the An experimental curve IS showninfigure 14, I.
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8 C O N C L U S I O N
It has been shown that the modern diffusion pump is an outcome of the originar pioneer work of Gaede, Langmuir and Crawford. When observed in the true perspective, it is seen that the contributions made by these three were not competitive, but rather were complementary, the best pumps depending on advances made by all three.
We have not tried to apportion the credit for any particular part of the theory,. but rather to synthesize a complete theory based on all the data available. 
